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Briggs, A. and Rustin, M. (eds) (2012) Waiting to be found : papers on children in care /
edited by Andrew Briggs ; foreword by Margaret Rustin. London: Karnac.    

Ferguson, Harry. (no date) Protecting children in time : child abuse, child protection and
the consequences of modernity / Harry Ferguson.    

Fraher, Amy Louise. (no date) A history of group study and psychodynamic organizations /
Amy L. Fraher.    

Fraiberg, Selma Horwitz. (no date) The magic years :understanding and handling the
problems of early childhood / Selma H. Fraiberg.    

Freud, Sigmund, (no date) On metapsychology : the theory of psychoanalysis : Beyond the
pleasure principle The ego and the id and other works / Sigmund Freud ; translated from
the German under the general editorship of James Strachey ; the present volume compiled
and edited by Angela Richards.    

Frosh, Stephen. (no date) Psychoanalysis outside the clinic : interventions in psychosocial
studies / Stephen Frosh.    

Handbook of mentalization-based treatment / edited by Jon G. Allen and Peter Fonagy. (no
date).    

Hunter, Margaret. (no date) Psychotherapy with young people in care : lost and found /
Margaret Hunter.    

Jungian psychoanalysis :working in the spirit of C.G. Jung /edited by Murray Stein. (no
date).    

Klein, Melanie, (no date) Love, guilt and reparation : and other works, 1921-1945 / Melanie
Klein.    

Main, Tom. (no date) The ailment and other psychoanalytic essays / Tom Main ; edited by
Jennifer Johns.    

Managing mental health in the community : chaos and containment / edited by Angela
Foster and Vega Zagier Roberts. (no date).    

Marris, P. (2016) Loss and change. Revised edition. London: Routledge. Available at:
http://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/product/openreader?id=essexacuk&accId=7572256&isb
n=9781315755397.    
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Noonan, E. (2015) Counselling young people. London: Tavistock/Routledge. Available at:
https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=nlebk&amp;AN=72867&am
p;site=ehost-live.    

Noonan, Ellen, (no date) Counselling young people / Ellen Noonan.    

Psychoanalytic theory for social work practice :thinking under fire /edited by Marion Bower.
(no date).    

Psychotherapy with couples. (no date).    

Rayner, E. and Joyce, A. (2005) Human development : an introduction to the
psychodynamics of growth, maturity and ageing. Fourth edition. London: Routledge.
Available at: https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203087954.    

Rayner, Eric. (no date) Human development : an introduction to the psychodynamics of
growth, maturity and ageing.    

Ricoeur, Paul, (no date) On psychoanalysis / Paul Ricoeur ; translated by David Pellauer.    

Staff support groups in the helping professions : principles, practice and pitfalls / edited by
Phil Hartley and David Kennard. (no date).    

Sternberg, Janine. (no date) Infant observation at the heart of training / Janine Sternberg.   
Wise, Inge. (no date) Adolescence / Edited by Inge Wise.    

Youell, Biddy. (no date) The learning relationship : psychoanalytic thinking in education /
Biddy Youell ; with contributions from the writings of Hamish Canham.
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